

JBL EON208P PA System
$110.00 CAD / Day

Everything You Need to Be Heard
Bring legendary JBL sound quality to your stage with the EON208P all-in-one portable PA system. Featuring a convenient suitcase-style design, the EON208P makes it easy to get great sound for performances, meetings and events. The 8-channel detachable mixer provides professional connections for mics, instruments and line-level sources, while the 8” two-way stereo speakers deliver best-in-class audience coverage. Bluetooth connectivity allows you to stream audio from your mobile device. Thanks to 300 watts of power, you’ll have enough volume to be heard loud and clear. Plus, the compact and lightweight form factor makes transportation easy—you can carry the entire system with one hand.

LG 65-Inch Thin Q Class UQ9000 Series
$250.00 CAD / Day

Featuring HDR for a cinematic experience, this LG 4K TV delivers rich, vivid pictures – The powerful processor enhances colour, contrast, clarity and detail, while AI enhances sound and gives control over your connected home. Plus, the slim, sleek look with a minimal bezel helps this TV match your space wonderfully.
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Presentation TV Stand $75 CAD / Day

UNIVERSAL TV CART ON WHEELS: Rolling TV cart fit for most of 32-85" TVs up to 132 lbs. 
HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT: Customize your viewing experience through adjusting the TV plate and AV shelf. Good sized shelf: This TV stand comes with lockable wheels. Once unlocked, it is quite easy to roll the TV to a different location if needed. Cable management allows you to simply organize and conceal the wires and cables in back of the stand.

Folding Table Black 6 or 8ft 
$20 CAD / Day 

Folding BLK Chairs 
$4 CAD / Day



G-MARK Microphone Wireless System
$80.00 CAD / Day

A wireless microphone specially designed for small and medium-sized speech, party and street singing applications. Its durable design is easy to use, metal handheld microphone,Furthermore, the unique neon halo design is particularly suitable for use in dark environments.The microphone is equipped with lightning frequency change buttons, which can change the frequency with a button, get rid of interference and can adapt to the use of various wireless devices (with ID lock, the receiver will not match with other microphones with the same frequency); at the same time, the mic has an unobstructed reception distance of 80-100 meters and users can move around in parks, classrooms and other places, and get rid of microphone cable restrictions.
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